Thank you for your interest in our Safety in Lifting videos. We produced this video in accordance with OSHA and ANSI B30.9 guidelines as an educational tool for buyers, engineers, riggers and maintenance personnel. It is also effective for use in safety meetings.

This video is 22 minutes long and covers four basic sling related topics:

1. **Sling Types and Selection Criteria:** describes the various types of synthetic web and round slings, wire rope slings, chain slings and wire mesh slings; along with their particular strengths and weaknesses.

2. **Planning a Safe Lift:** explains the main factors that go into planning a safe lift, such as type of load, environment, type of slings and effect of angle.

3. **Care and Operating Procedures:** general guidelines in the proper use of slings.

4. **Sling Inspection:** shows close-ups of the various problems that occur with each type of sling.

The Safety in Lifting video is available in both English and Spanish. Contact your Lift-All distributor to order your copy of the Safety in Lifting video.

Please note that Lift-All sales personnel are available to you for sling inspections and safety seminars. Contact Lift-All Customer Service or your local Lift-All distributor for further details.